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Coping with Money, War, and the
State Power in Contemporary
Zimbabwe
This book uses critical textual
analysis and postcolonial theory to
analyse cultural texts of resistance
in contemporary Zimbabwe.

Early State Economics University of Washington Press
Power in Contemporary ZimbabweRoutledge

Black and Womanist Theologies, Church
and Theological Education Springer
Science & Business Media
There is nothing particularly new or unique
about the subject matter of Prophetic
Figures of the Old Testament. In fact,
greater authorities have covered it better
many times before, and this endeavour is
hugely reliant upon and indebted to these
great minds for this current work. The hope
is that readers can enjoy more of what they
have already had, from many different
quarters, presented through a different

hand. It is also the hope that beginning
learners of divinity or biblical studies can
find this book greatly enjoyable and
inspiring. In the main, the prophetic figures
represented in the wording of the book title
certainly refer to persons called or
identifiable as prophets in the Bible. But this
is also extended to include some objects,
occurrences, and places that prophets may
have encountered and even made use of in
the performance of their prophetic duties.
The interplay of these and the prophet is
generally taken to signify the
comprehensiveness or completeness of
prophecy, in this book. The reader is invited
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to interrogate the relationship of the prophet
and this environment in order to enjoy
more fully the religious, historical, political,
intellectual, and inspirational aspects one
goes through in respect of the issues selected
and commented on. The reader is
encouraged to think beyond what one reads.
Any statement or comment is not meant to
be some kind of definitive prescription but is
meant to arouse thought and more thought.
More important, readers should always be
in constant contact with the origin of the
materials spoken about in this book - that is,
the Bible. There is obviously no way in
which selective consideration of items
picked on a rather random, personal,
subjective basis can replace the source from
which these are originally taken. Reading of
Prophetic Figures of the Old Testament
should therefore always depend on
knowledge of, or familiarity with, the
background information provided in the
Bible.
Race, Animals, and Nation in Zimbabwe
Routledge
First Published in 2017. Routledge is an
imprint of Taylor & Francis, an Informa
company.

The Hammer and the Flute Evan-
Moor
This book is an
interdisciplinary theological
exploration of Haile Gerima's
cinema, an Ethiopian
filmmaker and storyteller who
successfully translated
African folkloric orality and
wove other indigenous art
forms into the language of
cinema. Gerima's five decades
legacy of Pan-African cinema
embodies 'symbolic
resistance' against Afro-
pessimistic and stereotypical
mis/disrepresentations, both
manifestations of neo-
colonialism. In response, he
uses "camera as a weapon" to
resist exotic otherness and
alienation invented by
conventional cinema. Through
an alternative moving
pictures, he depicted
dignified images of Africa
towards decolonising cinema
and liberating the mind. His

memory-films achieves
archiving the stories of the
people of African descent.
Gerima, who stands in par
with great African film
griots such as Ousmane
Sembène - 'the father of
African cinema' and Med
Hondo, deserves further
interdisciplinary
reflections. Gerima's
'Triangular cinema' and
'imperfect cinema' are
inspired from indigenous
values and cultural products
such as holy icons and
fireplace stories. His works
foster asserting identity of
the self, maintaining the
right to difference and
embracing ubuntu-like human
personhood. They are
essential acts in the 21st
century. Like theology,
cinema alters a way of life -
human experiences,
imaginations, and narrative
identity. This book engages
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with the works and thoughts of
Gerima towards re-imaging
Africa through cinematic
narratives in being and
becoming an African.
Cultural Texts of Resistance
in Zimbabwe UNESCO
"Not just a brilliant restudy
of one of anthropology's most
famous 'peoples' but an
exemplary historical
ethnography that will be a
landmark in the discipline. .
. . With extraordinary
sensitivity Hutchinson
reveals how the Nuer have
confronted the most profound
moral, social, and political
dilemmas of their--and
our--changing world."--Lila
Abu-Lughod, author of Writing
Women's Worlds
The Oxford Magazine African
Books Collective
Violence and Belonging
explores the formative role
of violence in shaping
people's identities in modern

postcolonial Africa.
Gender and Identity in Africa Wipf
and Stock Publishers
Develop your grade 7 students
sentence editing, punctuation,
grammar, vocabulary, word study,
and reference skills using 180
focused 10- to 15-minute daily
activities.
Daily Language Review Univ of
California Press
An overview of the main trends and
contributions to Christian thought
of Third World theologies.
A Feminist Companion to Genesis
Langaa RPCIG
How do you perceive your cultural
identity? All of us are shaped by
the cultures we interact with and
the cultural backgrounds and
ethnicities that are part of our
heritage. Take a dynamic approach
to the study of culture and health
care relationships. Dr. Marilyn A.
Ray shows us how cultures
influence one another through
inter-cultural relationships,
technology, globalization, and
mass communication, and how these
influences directly shape our
cultural identities in today’s
world. She integrates theory,

practice, and evidence of
transcultural caring to show you
how to apply transcultural
awareness to your clinical
decision making. Go beyond common
stereotypes using a framework that
can positively impact the nurse-
patient relationship and the
decision-making process. You’ll
learn how to deliver culturally
competent care through the
selection and application of
transcultural assessment, planning
and negotiation tools for
interventions.

The Metaculture of Fijian
Christianity LIT Verlag
Münster
Much good academic work has
been done on the mainline
churches in many African
countries. But less so on the
"smaller" missions and the
churches that they founded.
This book describes the
history of one of the
"smaller" churches the Zambia
Baptist Association with its
roots in Malawi (1905) and
its missionary connections to
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England, South Africa, Sweden,
Australia and finally to the
Liebenzell Mission in
Germany. It is thus one of
the many contributions needed
for the writing of a history
of the Evangelical churches
of Africa.
The Oxford History of Christian
Worship JHU Press
Walk Together Children: Black and
Womanist Theologies, Church, and
Theological Education draws on the
long religious, cultural, and
singing history of blacks in the
U.S.A. Through the slavery and
emancipation days until now, black
song has both nurtured and
enhanced African American life as
a collective whole. Communality
has always included a variety of
existential experiences. What has
kept this enduring people in a
corporate process is their walking
together through good times and
bad, relying on what W. E. B.
DuBois called their "dogged
strength" to keep "from being torn
asunder." Somehow and someway they
intuited from historical memory or
received from transcendental

revelation that keeping on long
enough on the road would yield
ultimate fruit for the journey.

The Month Univ of California
Press
The book represents a
contribution to policy
formulation and design in an
increasingly knowledge
economy in Zimbabwe. It
challenges scholars to think
about the role of education,
its funding and the
egalitarian approach to
widening access to education.
The nexus between education,
democracy and policy change
is a complex one. The book
provides an illuminating
account of the constantly
evolving notions of national
identity, language and
citizenship from the
Zimbabwean experience. The
book discusses educational
successes and challenges by
examining the ideological
effects of social, political

and economic considerations on
Zimbabwe’s colonial and
postcolonial education.
Currently, literature on
current educational
challenges in Zimbabwe is
lacking and there is very
little published material on
these ideological effects on
educational development in
Zimbabwe. This book is likely
to be one of the first on the
impact of social, political
and economic meltdown on
education. The book is
targeted at local and
international academics and
scholars of history of
education and comparative
education, scholars of
international education and
development, undergraduate
and graduate students, and
professors who are interested
in educational development in
Africa, particularly
Zimbabwe. Notwithstanding,
the book is a valuable
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resource to policy makers,
educational administrators
and researchers and the wider
community. Shizha and
Kariwo’s book is an important
and illuminating addition on
the effects of social,
political and economic
trajectories on education and
development in Zimbabwe. It
critically analyses the
crucial specifics of the
Zimbabwean situation by
providing an in depth
discourse on education at
this historical juncture. The
book offers new insights that
may be useful for an
understanding of not only the
Zimbabwean case, but also
education in other African
countries. Rosemary Gordon,
Senior Lecturer in
Educational Foundations,
University of Zimbabwe
Ranging in temporal scope
from the colonial era and its
elitist legacy through the

golden era of populist,
universal elementary
education to the disarray of
contemporary socioeconomic
crisis; covering elementary
through higher education and
touching thematically on
everything from the
pernicious effects of social
adjustment programmes through
the local
deprofessionalization of
teaching, this text provides
a comprehensive, wide ranging
and yet carefully detailed
account of education in
Zimbabwe. This engagingly
written portrayal will prove
illuminating not only to
readers interested in
Zimbabwe’s education
specifically but more widely
to all who are interested in
how the sociopolitical shapes
education- how ideology,
policy, international
pressures, economic factors
and shifts in values

collectively forge the
historical and contemporary
character of a country’s
education. Handel Kashope
Wright, Professor of
Education, University of
British Columbia
History of the Zambia Baptist
Association 1905-2005 Oxford
University Press
"Popular author F. Belton Joyner
has revised his best-selling
resource for introducing The
United Methodist Church. In a
humorous yet respectful style,
Joyner takes the reader through
illuminating questions and answers
on United Methodist terms and
beliefs on God, Jesus, the Bible,
the church, salvation, and more.
This revised edition includes new
sections on United Methodism as a
global church, United Methodist
ministries beyond the
congregation, and United Methodist
theology in conversation with
other Christian traditions. It has
also been updated to reflect
recent changes to The Book of
Discipline and the orders of
ministry. The book's question-and-
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answer format easily lends itself
to use in Sunday school classes
and also works for individual
study. From new recruits to
lifelong United Methodists,
readers will gain a lively sense
of what is special and important
about their denominational
home."--Back cover.

Faith and Order Paper Routledge
The Nature of Whiteness
explores the intertwining of
race and nature in
postindependence Zimbabwe.
Nature and environment have
played prominent roles in white
Zimbabwean identity, and when
the political tide turned
against white farmers after
independence, nature was the
most powerful resource they had
at their disposal. In the
1970s, Mlilo, a private
conservancy sharing boundaries
with Hwange National Park,
became the first site in
Zimbabwe to experiment with
wildlife production, and by
the 1990s, wildlife tourism had
become one of the most
lucrative industries in the

country. Mlilo attained
international notoriety in 2015
as the place where Cecil the
Lion was killed by a trophy
hunter. Yuka Suzuki provides a
balanced study of whiteness,
the conservation of nature, and
contested belonging in twenty-
first-century southern Africa.
The Nature of Whiteness is a
fascinating account of human-
animal relations and the
interplay among categories of
race and nature in this
embattled landscape.

Grade 7, Student Book 5-Pack
Cambridge University Press
This book is based on an in-
depth filmed conversation
between Howard Burton and
intellectual historian David
Hollinger, UC Berkeley, and
examines the unique role that
different strands of religion
have played in 20th-century
American culture. The
conversation examines
intriguing aspects of the
distinction between

Ecumenical and Evangelical
Protestantism, the often
overlooked role of Ecumenical
Protestantism in the history
of the USA, secularization
theory, the development of
the two-party system, the
role of missionaries, and
more. This carefully-edited
book includes an
introduction, The Exception
that Proves the Rule?, and
questions for discussion at
the end of each chapter: I.
Diverging Protestants:
Ecumenical vs. Evangelical
II. Drifting towards
Secularism? American
religious exceptionalism III.
Often Overlooked: Reinhold
Niebuhr’s Legacy IV. The
Missionary Position:
Encounters with The Other V.
Demographic Diversification:
Cosmopolitan spies and other
issues VI. William James:
Interpretations and
misinterpretations VII.
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Strident Atheists: Evangelism
2.0 VIII. An Empty Stage:
America’s intellectual
exchange deficit IX. Future
Speculations: Pushing a
historian out of his comfort
zone About Ideas Roadshow
Conversations Series: This
book is part of an expanding
series of 100+ Ideas Roadshow
conversations, each one
presenting a wealth of candid
insights from a leading
expert in a relaxed and
informal setting to give non-
specialists a uniquely
accessible window into
frontline research and
scholarship that wouldn't
otherwise be encountered
through standard lectures and
textbooks. For other books in
this series visit our website
(https://ideas-on-
film.com/ideasroadshow/).
Missions Advanced Research &
The voices of orphans and other
vulnerable children and young

people and of their carers and the
professional development workers
are documented and used to both
criticise the inadequacies of
current social development work
and to create a new, alternative
theory and practice of project
management in Zimbabwe and
southern Africa.
Music, Memes, and Media Routledge
In recent years, the Zimbabwe
crisis rendered the country and
its citizens to be a typical case
of ‘failed states’, the world
over. Zimbabwean society was and
is still confronted with different
challenges which include
political, economic and social
problems. Attempts to overcome
these challenges have thrown light
on the power that rests within
individuals and or groups to
change and even revolutionize
their localities, communities,
states and ultimately the world at
large. Through experience,
individuals and groups have
promoted ideas that have aided in
changing mentalities, attitudes
and behaviors in societies at
different levels. This book brings
together contributors from various
academic disciplines to reflect on

and theorize the contours of power,
including the intrinsic and or
extrinsic models of power, which
pertain to individuals,
communities, and or groups in
order to transform society.
Reflections are on various groups
such as political movements,
environmental movements, religious
groups, advocacy groups, gender
groups, to mention but a few, as
they struggle against
marginalization, discrimination,
exploitation, and other forms of
oppression showing their agency or
compliance.
My Bones Shall Rise Again Xulon
Press
A comprehensive history of the
origins and development of
Christian worship, from ancient
times to the present day, provides
a defintive study of the evolution
of Christian liturgy, theology,
church history, artistic
influence, and social and cultural
contexts, covering such topics as
Russian Orthodoxy, Women in
Worship, Liturgical Music, and the
Apostolic Tradition.
Exploring Christian Faith
Bloomsbury Publishing
"Yale under God" - does it sound
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unlikely these days? That's
probably because of what has been
happening in the past few decades
in our country. Our colleges - and
America - were founded by
believers in God, but there are
those revisionists who would argue
otherwise. In an effort to include
all cultures in this melting-pot
of a nation, today's humanists
with their man-made ideas have cut
any mention of God out of
classrooms and textbooks,
contributing to the decline of
American education. This book is
an attempt to restore the
Christian history of Yale and its
town, New Haven. Beginning with
the Puritans in 1638 to the
present day, it also reveals a
dark side of Yale, along with
points of "Lux et Veritas" (light
and truth). A few years ago Yale
celebrated several events that
brought out facets of its history
- the 300th birthdays of both the
University and Jonathan Edwards,
one of its first students (1701
and 1703); the 350th birthday of
Elihu Yale; and the Amistad
Affair, which was made into a
movie by Stephen Spielberg. A few
people appreciated these events

for a moment, but what long-lasting
effect did they have? From the
author, who worked at Yale for two
decades and has lived in New Haven
for even longer, comes the hope
that this book will shed some
light on our past, be a tool in
the reader's hands, and ultimately
be a guide to future generations.
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